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Students flock to yoga
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Yoga, a challenge for the mind
and body is an alternative exercise regime that is becoming more
popular among San Jose State
University students, said one professor.
"No question. yoga has increased in popularity over recent
years.- said Greg Payne. professor
and chair of the department of kinesiology.
Payne said he hopes to add more
yoga classes for students.
"We haYe increased the number
of sections, and could probably
add more it the state budget would
allow," said Payne.
Payne said nine sections of
Hatha yoga classes are offered.
seven of which are dedicated to
beginners and two focus on intermediate -skilled students, are offered by the department of human
performance and arc taught by lecturer Lars Caughlan and pan -time Students relax before the beginning of their Hatha yoga class.
faculty member Junk() Linafelter.
According to "hot Yoga:
Energi/ing. Rejuvenating, healing"
and spirit. enabling you to become a body and each individual is the
by Marily n Barnett. yoga is the
your highest self.
ruler of his or her castle.
science of self-discipline and was
Caughlan, author of "Yoga:
The sun and moon define Hatha.
founded h Patanjah. an Indian
The Spirit of Union." said the tree the second branch. Caughlan said.
sage who used during ME B.C.
of yoga originates from the Stone When this term is paired w ith
According to Barnett, the term
Age. It is a 5.000-year-old tree yoga. it means the "union of the
%.,ga dem es from Sanskrit, a clascomprised of five main branches sun and moon that encompasses
ic al ancient Indian language that
that continues to grow. Caughlan the physical power of the hod’.."
means "union."
said.
Caughlan said.
According to Barnett, yoga
The first branch is Raja, or
Jhana, the third branch, is the
practice is a path of self-explora"royal union." which Caughlan power of human intellect decinon- that unites the mind, body.
describes as living in the castle of phering the differenyes between

By Banks Albach
Daily Staff Writer

Brian Onmelly / Daily Stuff

knowledge and wisdom. Caughlan
said.
Caughlan added that the fourth
branch is Bhakti, a devotional
union or tine quest for the religious experience and the final
branch it yoga is Karina.
"One’s present
non is hos%
karma will take them into the
future.- Caughlan said "It is

see YOGA, page 4

Social Security plan draws criticism

fi I

Recent report claims current system would operate at a deficit in 2018
By Banks Albach
Daily Stuff Writer
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For some San Jose State
l’mversity students. President
Bush’s State of the l ’Mon address
may seem as distant as their own
retirement. But is ohm days of his
address, the president Was out on
the campaign trail. % isiting five
states in less than a week, highlighting the need to make retirement accounts more "solvent" and
"secure" for younger workers. In
other words, he was building sup-

port for Social Security reform.
"This makes sense to me because it gives people an ownership." Bush said to a group of supporters in Omaha, Neb.
"Vve is
people owning more
things in America. This is your at count. GoYernment cannot take it
away from you. It’s a part of your
legacy to your family."
Bush clearly defined his domestic goals in the Feb. 2 speech and
Social Security reform is at the top
of the list.
Because of this, no matter how
distant it may seem, the debate
around Social Security reform is

directly related to SJSU students
because of what’s at stake. said
Professor Terry Chrt.tenwn. of
SJSU’s political science department.
"There are serious concerns
about what", actually going to be
there under reforni for today ’s generation." Christensen said. "One of
the unfortunate things. no matter
what our opinions are about the
proposals. us that !,ounger people.
who will be most at tected by this
proposal will he least likely to participate. They are not as orgamied.
they are not as likely to cote, they
don’t have as much time and they
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Sister Marcia Krause, left, and Tamra Giotto, a church member, prepare
the Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel for Ash Wednesday Mass.
II Y COM

are not as well informed about it as
the people who are benefiting now
from SO ..1.11 Sei:tinty.
Created in 1035 by President
Social
Franklin
Roost’s eh.
Security currently pros ides retirement benefits for more than 90
percent of retirees and disability and insurance benetus for 96
peryent ol the workforce, or 150
«orkers, according to the
Social Security Agency
Acyording is, the agency. nearly
two-thirds of retirees receo e 50
percent or more sit their income
see PLAN, page 3

The Commonwealth Club of
California has tapped two San Jose
State University faculty members
- Professor Terry Christensen of
the political science department
and Phil Frounstme. director of
the Sur% ey and Policy Research
Institute
to participate in its
Voices of Reform Project.
Christensen and Trounstine,
who were both approached with
the project a year ago, yvill join
the priifect’s diverse steering
committee of nearly 40 individuals with experienye in education.
goy ernance, polity analysis, lawmaking and business. said Zabrae
Valentine, project director for
Voices of Reform.
The project w ill hold panel discussions and community forums
throughout the state addressing issues such as budget transparency.
ci% it awareness
and participation.
campaign finance
and
redistricting.
Valentine
t
said. The first
discuspanel
sion was held
earlier this year
in Los Angeles.
CHRISTENSON
Valentine said,
Valentine.
a former aide
to the prev mu,
Senate Minority
’him
Leader
said
Dasyble.
the commttices
pres(11Yersity
ents an opportu
mty for %aluable
TROUNSTINE
communication
bets% een professionals.
"All of these people have experience in governance. hut they
don’t get the chance to exchange
ideas. lib, committee provides
an opportunity for that." Valentine
said. "Some of the members have
party affiliation. hut by and large.
it’s a non-political group and all
of the members have one thing
in common They are personally
committed to improv ing the quality of California State governsee REFORM, page 3

Ash Wednesday presents
time of reflection for Christians

In Thursday’s issue ...

Crossword p. 5

joiFnacreuflotyrrn

The quiet counterpart to the
Ash
boisterous Mardi Gras
Wednesday
is a day of penitence and mortality
It is the day that marks the he
ginning of Lent
a time of tasting
for 411 days until
and reflection
Easter. said Todd Perretra. assistant professor of religious studies
at San Jose Stale University
"It is a time of deep introspective and one’s sense of discipleship
what it means tithe a disciple of
Christ." Perreira said.
The Rev. Michael Carson of
Catholic Campus Ministry said
1.ent is an opportunity to Work toward becoming better people
"It is the beginning of our
preparation for our salvation
re-

mind ourseli es of
Carson said

oup

rhe iseqe111 Calliol is tradition
01 forming a tlisss iii the foreheads it worshippers w ith the
ashes ot burnt palm leaf crosses
made a year prior during Palm
Summfay
is seen al San Jose Slate
’insers0 . Perreita said
the forehead is
rhe TO,
made of palm ash. Perreira said.
Me priest makes a cross on the
makes an
MC misers towhead
invocation
Palni fronds used on Palm
Sunday. the Sunday More Easter.
are burned and the ashes sased tot
the follow mg year. ( ’,Omni said
guy en. a senior
Khanhlinh N
manuring in Add development,
said the ash is a symbol of the
body becoming earth when :in indiS IdUal dies
"It signifies dirt When we die,
our body nuns to din It reminds

us that one day We will die too We
won’t lite foreYer.- Nguyen said.
During Lent. members of the
church fast for 40 days, cis ing up
something that is had for them or
taking up something that is posi
use, ’,mil as (iimmunity sert
said Kay Polmtan. campus minister
For Christians. "we are constantly being connected to each
cycle
being connected to a
larger lommunit.’ Perreira said
"The Bod% of Christ is the people
and this day is a ss .iy of bringing
the people together "
Thus event can he w unessed
s
in the streets arsiuumid Si
Ifasuhisa sin Wednestia% as poi
pie pour Ma is ith pay (tosses
smudged sin their foreheads It
can also he is ittiessed sin yampus
at 5 p m at the Spartan Memorial

see ASH, pogo 3
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Spartan faithful oblivious to answered prayers
For three-and-a-half semesters, all I have ever
heard about San Jose State University athletics is the
disappointment it has caused the Spartan faithful.
I’ve heard people say fans would go support a
SJSU team if it was a winner, or how frustrating it is
to watch how other universities till the stands for their
football and basketball games.
What’s most upsetting about these complaints is
that this past month has offered the Spartan faithful an
answer to these problems, but no one noticed.
The Spartan women’s basketball team has gone off
on a five -game tear during the past month, and has
climbed up the Western Athletic Conference standings.
The second-place Spartans have given their fans a
winner to rally around. However, most sports fans at
SJSU have yet to watch a women’s basketball game
in the Event Center.
I understand the feeling of most Spartan fans when
they say they would love to go to a sold-out basketball
game here on campus. except no wants to come see

the home team lose by 20 points.
(’enter. but it had what Spartan fans had been asking
But come on, here is the answer to all of Spartan for.
To all of those who say they long for a chance
nation’s prayers.
You have a winning team, playing the most popu- to cheer among a full venue, sorry to say that your
lar sport in America, and there are more
chance just wrapped up its regular season.
people going to JV basketball games in
As a sports fan in general, I wished for
San Jose than are planning to see the
the same experience until I was able to
second-best team in one of the largest
live it.
Division -IA conferences.
For most Spartan followers, the only
If things keep going this way for the
time they sec the stands filled in while
women’s basketball team, they have a
watching ESPN. but not for those of us
shot at going to the NCAA tournament.
who were lucky enough to be part of the
SJSU has a team that could compete
hundreds of screaming fans that had to
squeeze into the few seats around the rink.
for the national championship, and no
one cares.
The stands had overflowed to the point
MARK CO RNEJO
On the other hand, if you’re looking
that people stood for the whole game as
lines formed around the glass, in some
to be a part of a packed arena, you don’t
have to go any further then the corner of 10th and places three and four rows deep.
When’s the last time you heard about something
Alma streets.
Unfortunately, I only attended one of the many like that happening at a football of basketball game?
sold-out SJSU hockey club games at Logitech Ice
It didn’t matter to the fans whether the game was

standing-room-only because so many people supported the hockey team, or if they were there because they
loved hockey and missed the Sun Jose Sharks.
I’m pretty sure the players didn’t mind either. They
performed in front of their large audience brilliantly.
After their successful season, the Spartans hopes
to continue their winning ways in the postseason. and
are prepared to do it in front of similar crowds.
Now, I know this season’s women’s basketball
team isn’t the only team in recent years to have a successful run go unnoticed, and that the hockey team
isn’t the only team in recent years to have great fan
support.
However, those are the teams the Spartan faithful
have to look forward to now, and as they know too
well, they may not get another chance to back a winner or go to sold -out games for some time.

Mark Cornejo is the Spiral,’ Daily online edit,
"Etpletive Deleted- appears even. Wednestbil

EDITORIAL

freedom under the First
Amendment needed in democracy
Press

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is pros [tied tree of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente! Dail, room 209. Entries can also he e -mailed to spartandailyuveasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
N.! r non, may require editing ot Silh1111,1011s. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
Catholic Campus Ministry
Ash Wednesday Mass will take place at 8:15 a.m..
12:10 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the Catholic Campus
Ministry Chapel. A candlelight worship will take
place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial. "The Bible and You" will take place
from 7 p.m. to X p.m. at the ministry. For more
information. call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
African Awareness Month Planning Committee
A poetry night will take place from 10 a.m. to
noon in the Barrett Ballroom of the Student
Union.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
SJSpirit
Lenten blessing and imposition of ashes for Ash
Wednesday will take place from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A worship service will take place at 5 p.m. in
with the Catholic Campus Ministry. Candlelight
worship will take place at 7 p.m. All events will
take place in the Spartan Memorial. For more
information. call Chaplain Roger at 1/5-1687.

Clube Lusitania
A meeting will take place from noon to 2 p.m. in
the Costanoan room of the Student Union. For
more information. call 509-7255.
School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert series with solo and
chamber music will take place from 12:30 p.m.
to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall.
It will feature baritone Christopher= Nomura.
For more information, call the music office at
924-4673.
University Scholar Series
A talk will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the Spartan Bookstore. It will feature Professor Gerald Cory Jr. of the College of Business
giving a talk on "Let’s Stop Teaching Greed! Academic Technology
"Into the Blogosphere!" will take place from
2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room 225 and 227 in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library. For more
information. call 924-2303.
Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
A meeting will take place from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Pacifica room of the Student Union.
Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
A meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room of the Student Union.

Women’s Resource Center and V. Day SJSU 2005
A Valentine’s Day fund-raiser for safer sex will
take place from II a.m. to I p.m. in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union. For more information,
call 924-6500.

Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room of the Student Union. For more
information. call 644-0572.

Asian American Christian Fellowship
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room of the Student Union.

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in room
390 of the Dr. Martin I.uther King Jr. Joint
Library. For more information, call Chantra at
472-2465.

THURSDAY
African .n a rcness Month Planning Committee
An African Festival will take place from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m in the Student Union Amphitheater.

Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife." a time for worship. prayer. fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at X p.m. at
the Spartan Memorial. For more information. call
Mark Depoid 421-9281.

The Spartan Daily is proud to call itself a First
Amendment newspaper.
The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances."
At the Daily, we treasure our right to publish
stories free of censorship in a diverse and tolerant
environment that does not threaten us with violent
backlash.
What has startled us is that more than a third of
U.S. high school students believe that newspapers
should have "government approval" before they publish, according to a survey commissioned by the John
S. and James L. Knight Foundation.
The 36 percent of 112,003 students nationwide believe that the government should censor newspapers,
or have "prior restraint" over First Amendment-protected stories before they run.
Prior restraint has been knocked down for being
unconstitutional in court with a few exceptions, such
as when the protected speech restrained presents
"clear and present danger" to the United States.
When asked if the press has too much freedom. 32
percent of the high school students felt that the press
had "too much freedom." Another 37 percent said the
press had "about the right amount of freedom." 10
percent felt the press had "too little" freedom and another 21 percent marked "don’t know."
The survey found that high school students were
not aware of their First Amendment rights. After
having the First Amendment read to them, 35 percent thought it went too far in the rights guaranteed.
Seventy-five percent mistakenly believed that defacing or burning an American flag in protest was unconstitutional.
This lack of knowledge is disturbing.
If more than one in five U.S. high school students

don’t know how they eel about press freedom, that’s
a dangerous trend.
While college papers are protected under the First
Amendment, many high school papers are subject to
regulation by administrators.
High school publications are not likely to run stories that threaten national security.
Yet 40 percent of high school newspapers have
shut down in the last live years. Of those schools, 68
percent have no media.
This chilling effect shows no signs of slowing
down either. Now some college papers are feeling
the heat too.
A local example is Evergreen Valley College. Its
monthly newspaper. The Flyer. was cancelled after
only two students enrolled to be staff members this
semester.
While two staffers make putting out a four-to-six page paper difficult, the paper could have ran content
from freelance writers to continue publication.
There are not many other media outlets at
Evergreen. and another voice has been lost.
Press freedom is an important aspect of American
democracy as a means to expose wrongdoing and as
a watchdog over those in power.
The works of Upton Sinclair and Ida Tarbell, investigative journalists, uncovered widespread corruption in the various social and economic systems
of the United States. Had they not done so. the economic and social landscape of our country might be
markedly different than what it is now.
If Robert Upshur Woodward and Carl Bernstein
hadn’t broken the Watergate story in the 1970s, former President Richard M. Nixon would have continued to abuse his executive powers.
Newspapers. especially at universities, provide
outlets for voices that may otherwise fall on deaf
ears. Further government regulation would only
silence these voices even more and perhaps propel
this country toward the chilling vision of the future
George Orwell prophesied in his novel "1984."

Letter: Student involvement needed for school
Dear editor.
San Jose State University has
embarked on an important journey through a strategic planning
process. This planning will allow
the university to set long-term
goals to make this campus stronger
academically. financially and professionally.
For the strategic planning
process to he effective, students

should be involved in the process.
There will he many opportunities
for students to engage in activities.
The first of these activities is it
shared values forum that will be
held on Monday from noon to 1
p.m. or 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. You will
be able to share with the unisersits
the educational values you believe
as a student at SALL Determining
values for the university will help
signify the ideals that you hold

for
campus experience. This
is important hes mow it allow s the
LIIIIVersily iii ti s Us 011 students and
their needs
enciaJtage all of you to participate in this effort that will make a
positix e difference for our campus.
Rachel Greathouse
President and CEO
Associated Students
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REFORM - New members bring various perspectives
continued frOM page 1
silent."
For Christensen, co-author of
two books on California politics.
joining this project is an extenhis profession and passion,
whit h will bring a practical appro Sit ii to understanding California
P1Iit its.
-I think I can help with the
political realities," he said. "It’s
talk in idealist terms about
refiurm, it’s something else to talk
about what’s practical and what
can be done."
Christensen also said he feels
he speaks for certain constituencies that otherwise might not have
a t oice. including the California
State l’imer,itv sv stem.
"I am in a tat ulty. union. Being
from a ( -St -. knowing the place of
this nisi 111111011. %ke understand how
polilits atfects. very directly. those
of us in the CSU." Christensen
said.

Trounstine. a former political
editor for the San Jose Mercury
News and communications director under former Gov. Gray Davis.
said he brings a unique perspective
in ( ...Molina politics to the corn Ile said he has specific issues
he ts ants
to address
such as hudgetaiv reform, extend-

ing or dismantling term limits and,
most importantly, civic education
and awareness.
"There are significant ways in
which voter participation can be
expanded and encouraged. It needs
to be curriculum. I think that children need to be taught at a much
earlier age about the importance of
voting," Trounstine said.
Christensen said he agrees with
ending term limits and more budget transparency, but adds voter
registration to the list for increasing civic participation.
"In most other countries, when
you become IX you automatically become a registered voter."
Christensen said.
"If I had my drafters, we would
Just do automatic and same-day
voter registration."
Christensen
and
Valentine
agreed
that
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger rode a reform
ticket to office, but has done little
reform so far.
They said the fact he is talking
about reform, and recently introduced an itemized list of reform
priorities, gives them some hope
For the project.
"The fact the governor is even
talking about reform presents us
with a tremendous opportunity that
we should make the most of especially in a non-election year,"

continued from page 1
Social

from

22

’sec unt!..

per.-eni relv

solely

of

which

on Social

untv.
Iii.iold it nun, retired workers and
dependents ....count for 64 percent
of benefits paid. ss hue disabled
and de, eased workers account for
17 percent and 14 percent respectit ely ot benefits paid, according
to
agency.
the Bush administration, along
ith the Amen, an Enterprise
Institute and Cato Institute, claim
in a recent report that Social
Security. which has run a surplus
for two decades, will begin running .a deficit in 2018.
Sec

The demand bit- retirement henat the current
breaking it in
Hush administration
citing a report from the

etits a ill

hip

surplus is
2042. the

a result,

claims

Social Sec urn) Agency
The Bush Administration pro iii’. ert mg a portion of the
taxes into pro. ate retirement ac
C.,11111, AN .1 MlitiliOn.

1

(iiiMe other side, defenders of
!he Sot [al Security sy stem, including a v &a majority it Democrats
in Congress. feel Ilie Crisis is overe vac 2erated. Thev also complain
alx nu a pAissible lit in benefits for
ming lit lutes and transition costs.
estimated as high as $2 to $3 trillium. at .rding to the Center for
American Progress.
( ’lime a report from the
Budget Office,
Congressumal
hit ii claims the surplus can pay
current henehts until 2052 instead
of 2042. supporters of Social
Security claim the system only
needs minor adjustments.
(Inc professor said he is perplexed by Bush’s plan of action.
-I am beguiled as to why Bush
is pushing this," said Professor
Stewart Karlinsky. graduate tax
dire, tor tot Si St ", College of
Business "Why is he spending
fits p ditit:ol capital on this rather
than other issues’ Bush is using a
potential problem that is 30 to 40
v ears down the road that is fixable with marginal changes, for a
change now that will not change
the sy stem. but create a trillion
ulollai hole "
karlinsky said a small increase
roll tax, of raising the
-

Insitation to KSA
:4SH "I MOOS 4-11P0111
Stmin n1 A iinnIntIon al SJSI
)11.1.4 ii
’ill tu’i.111
.1 A

mu,VI I

1111:11.?..’
Nil’: all P/1111.
Al, Stuart’, I ’f11.,11 4

behind reforming Social Security.
he likes the higher rate of return of
40Itkis.
Before
revamping
Social
Security. Taylor said, the government should not only make 4i)htkis
available to all workers, it should
analyze its fiscal responsibility.
-I think the problem with Social
Security is more of a problem of
not being able to balance the budsaid.
get,- Taylor said. "Take all of the
other money we have spent for other programs. like the military, and
we could solve that problem. Private retirement accounts tend
to have a higher rate of return.
which can yield nearly 4 percent
in the most conservative accounts.
compared to Social Security ’s 2
percent, according to the Cato
Institute.
Karlinsky said he worries about
the worst -case scenarios should
Social Security disappear.
"What if another Enron happens? What’s the backup? What’s
the safety net?" he said."In effect
you could have another welfare
class in the 80 -plus age group.
Four Megan Brill. a senior ma- You could have a 9(1-year-old on
joring in history major, the situa- welfare."
tion falls into demographics. "The
economy has changed and people
have changed. I think Social
Security needs to be updated." said
Brill. who is also the chair for the
College Republicans. "A couple of
0141411
decades from now, when the baby
01
7.37 as kir 25 "ft": ,
boomers retire, it is not going to
5.71I osier 50
hold up. I think some reform needs
4.SS ea tor 100
to he done."
CENTURY
111677011
David Taylor, a graduate stuI /0 Commercial St. r,RAPHICS
dent in computer engineering,
%unnysmie. CA 94066
said he question% the motivations
VA,A, cginirts.t- ora.
Social Security tax cap, which is
currently set at $00,(XX). could
tweak the system. Associate professor of political science Ken
Nuger agrees.
-I would like someone to estimate how much more revenue the
sy stem would get if we increased
the cap to $125.(XX1 or ’SI 50,01X).
and whether that kind of money at
the front end would help.- Nuger

"What if another
Enron happens?
What’s the
backup?"
Stewart
Karlinsky,
professor

Sharnintler Dalai / Daily Staff
Kendra Adama passes the ball after a goal during a water polo scrimmage

at the San Jose

State University Aquatic Center.

ASH - Ministers place ash on people’s foreheads
continued from page 1
Chapel,

(*arson said.

"I knew that we had it on campus. hut I haven’t gone to any
here.- said Victoria Camacho.
senior majoring in marketing.
Mass has been celebrated on

Ash Wednesday on campus since
1986, Polintan said.
"People go to church and receive ashes.- Bowman said, who
w
also be ushering at the Grace
Cathedral in San Francisco today.
Nguyen said the day is a reminder of God’s promise of eternal
life.

-Ash Wednesday is remembering that God died for us and that
one day. we will be ash ourselves
and that this is not a life, our life is
later on.- Nguyen said.
Other ceremonies will he held
at the Catholic Campus Ministry
Center on 10th Street at 8:15 a.m..
noon and 7 p.m.

Commute choices to SJSU...
10 ea
from all over the region
Ginu
O TRANSPORTATION
SOLUTIONS.:::D
With AS Eco Pass. SJSU students &
employees can enjoy unlimited rides on
all VTA buses & Light Rail

Telephone 14081924 RIDE
Email: tseas.stsu.edu
Web: www.ts.sisnedu

Location. Student Union, Main level
(room 2351
Mon -Fri. 9703 am --4.30 pm

VTA Bus
1.-111 11411

Operates throughout

Santa

Clara County

VIA Light Rail
.:-..- i Two blocks from SJSU
Runs every 15 minutes
Free park and rides lots

Also serves the Fremont
BART station

available

Carpool & Vanpool

Caltrain
San Francisco- San Jose

Join a carpool or a SJSU
Vanpool Access carpool
lanes while reducing
commute costs

-

Gilroy

Baby Bullet Express Service
to;from San Francisco in less
than an hour Free shuttle
otters connection between
Caltrain and SJSU
Highway 17

Bicycle Parking

Express

MOUE

Olympic Weightlifting Program
For Beginners to

PAGE 3

Go long ...

Valentine said.
Valentine said he sees increasing civic awareness and participation in governance as one the main
goals of the project, regardless of
party affiliation and ideology.
"Having a government that
works the way we want it to can’t
happen without our involvement
-- there’s no such thing as autopilot in a healthy democracy."
Valentine said.
The project’s status will be
posted on the Voices of Reform
Web site, published in the club’s
magazine. The Commonwealth,
and passed on to the project steering committee. Valentine said.
Based on this information,
the committee will work with
California policy makers to implement possible reforms in the future. The next Voices of Reform
panel discussion will be held in
Sacramento on Feb. 23, Valentine
said.
The Commonwealth Club of
California is a public affairs forum
located in San Francisco. From its
inception in 1903. the club has focused on issues like child labor.
American Indian rights. reforming
California banking laws and air
pollution. Valentine said.
The Voices for Reform project is funded by a grant from the
James Irvine Foundation.

PLAN - Privatization plan would divert payroll tax
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free at any of
on campus
enclosure Guaranteed and

Santa Cruz San Jose

Park your bike

the five

Discount Monthly passes
available at the Transportation
Solutions Center

Advanced

Feb 21 Mar 23
7: 15pm
Mon & Wed
Sport Club. $20

secure bike parking

TI?

6:00pm

F Julian St

Funded by

Saint James St
2 61300
J,,11,

learn lifts that will help you
toward improved fitness, whether
you’re a first timer or a pro, male
or female. The Olympic -style
techniques will help you build
strength. power, and flexibility

Caltrain

St John St

I.

53 5 71 ’

E Santa Clara St

Hii

E San Fernando Si

E San Salvador St

I united class we

hot mom details, nnta.. I
Dal at 4lin 424 1,11,1
ddeikica union nisti eau

San Jost State
UNIVIRSIIV

Panting Services

Illiticer King A10101 51
Nip i/cafe daum nelisaniosestate
Tony 408 687 0887
anthonytony_9512942y a hon corn

@ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
SponstitocI hs
Slinlesti t mon In,

1,1t.

S.
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Suicide bomber kills 21,
insurgents ambush official

Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Students stretch their legs during a Hatha yoga class. The class focuses on uniting the mind with tho body.

YOGA - Styles focus on finding harmony for body, mind
continued from page 1
portant to learn from mistakes and
change the future."
According
to "Yoga
for
Dummies" by Georg Feuerstein,
said the yoga tree has three additional branches Guru, Mantra
and Tantra.
In Guru, the student is dedicated to his or her enlightened
or almost enlightened teacher.
Feuerstein said.
Sound is the focal point in
Mantra as students are given a
mantra and are asked to repeat
until the mind is focused and the
body harmonized, Feuerstein said.
Hatha is a term most commonly used with yoga, said Ken
Bond, owner and senior instructor
of Willow Glen Yoga.
Bond said, "Hatha yoga is the
physical practice of it. Within tradition, if it moves, it’s Hatha."
Feuerstein said popular styles
of Hatha yoga include Ashtanga.
also known as Power yoga as well
as Bikram yoga.
However. Linafelter said she
doesn’t focus on any particular
style in either her beginner or intermediate classes because she believes no superior style exists.
"Each style has its own characteristic," she said. "Those who
want to lose weight will do Power
yoga or Bikram yoga."
Amy Vandiver. a junior majoring in geology, said she is pleased
with Linafelter’s instruction.
"She focuses on breathing techniques and gentle stretches that are
all related to the elongating of the
spine and finding strength through
poses," she said.
Students interested in one of
these styles or just in need of a
change of scenery can endeavor
off campus to a local studio.

According to a written statement. Willow Glen Yoga offers
varying levels of Vinyasa. a style
that focuses on breath and continuous flowing movements with
advanced classes based on the
Ashtanga style.
For students, drop -in classes
are $10 and new students can attend three classes for $20.
Bond said students come to the
studio for indi% idual needs, such
as injuries, a need for community
or in search for a date,
"It doesn’t matter why you
come." Bond said. "It gets sou

"Yoga is not
about reaching
a goal."
Ken Bond,
yoga instructor
back to yourself. It opens up your
body, mind and heart and when
YOU open up your heart, life seems
less scary." Bond said.
For students in need of repetition and a thorough %%, eat. Bikram
Yoga of San Jose otters 31 weekly
classes.
According to Barnett. Bikram
yoga was created by Bikram
Choudry who was taught under
Bishnu Gosh, the founder of Gosh
College of Physical Education in
Calcutta, India.
At a young age. Choudry experienced injuries related to cycling,
running and weight lifting. which

prompted him to endure a sixmonth yoga program under Gosh’s
supervision. Barnett said. This led
him to create a series of 26 Hatha
yoga postures. Barnett said.
Michele Vennard, owner and director of Bikram Yoga of San Jose,
said the 26 postures are completed
twice in a 104 degree heated room
within a 90-minute period.
"It is a method made available
here in the western world to main tam n the body." Vennard said. "The
heat allows students to stretch
deeply. This opens up the pores.
flushing out toxins, sending in nutrients and increasing blood flows.
The body has lots for natural imbalances, this helps to harmonize
the body." Vennard said.
For first time students, classes
are S 10. For every time after that.
drop-in classes are $15.
Vennard said student response
has been incredible.
"I have 4.000 members, 550 a
week come in. I have huge testimonials." Vennard said.
"One client was on thyroid
medication and now taking less.
The class has also has helped clients with asthma and knee surgerICS "
Bond said those who are confused about what style of yoga is
right for them should understand
they will benefit physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually
with either one.
"Yoga is not about reaching a
goal," Bond said.
"If you can get your ankle behind your head, it doesn’t mean
YOU burn a purer flame than someone else," said Bond.
Students who are having troubles enrolling in a Caughlan or
Linafelter class can take Ashtanga
and $ni yoga clo%ses at the sport
center located in die Event Center
on campus

WWW.THESPARTANDAILY.COM

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AN
A
man walked into a crowd of Iraqi
army recruits in central Baghdad
on Tuesday and blew himself up,
killing at least 21 and wounding at
least 27 people.
With that attack, the death toll
has reached 16X in Iraq since the
Jan. 30 parliamentary elections
and Iraqi security forces have born
the brunt of that violence. Of 153
Iraqis reported killed in the past
nine days. 106 were soldiers. police officers or army and police
recruits, according to figures released by the U.S. military and
Iraqi authorities. In addition, 15
U.S. soldiers were killed.
The violence suggests that the
election, despite a larger-than -expected turnout, has not slowed a
grinding insurgency that has killed
tens of thousands of Iraqis and
1,445 Americans since the start
of the Iraq war. Attacks appear to
have increased in cities such as
Baghdad and Mosul, where security was particularly high for the
elections but since has leveled off.
Insurgents were "no doubt waiting for a relaxing of security restrictions after the elections" and
"are probably feeling some of the
saved-up animosity that couldn’t
work its way out during the election period." according to U.S.
Army Capt. Patrick M. Roddy Jr..
who until last week served as liaison between the U.S. military and
the government of Ninevah province. where Mosul is located.
Roddy said that "another large
spike in violence" is likely when
the election results are announced,
including the targeting of newly
elected officials. Those results may

Drink Specials Beads

Full Menu

Soldiers then arrested suspects
at the scene, the military said.
Al-Qaida in Iraq, the organization headed by Jordanian militant
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, took credit
for Tuesday’s bombing in a statement on an Islamic Web site.
The group, which also took
credit for the Mosul bombing and
another in Baqubah on Monday
that killed IS, vowed further attacks on "apostates and their masters."
The solidification of the Iraqi
security forces is regarded as the
linchpin of the U.S. military’s
strategy to ultimately withdraw
from Iraq.
The Bush administration has
said there are 136010 such forces
who are "trained and equipped."
but military officials acknowledge
that only a fraction are developed
enough to pros ide adequate security against the insurgency.
The insurgents have repeatedly targeted not only soldiers and
police but also the recruits who
continue to One up for jobs by the
thousands, in part because of the
country’s chronic unemployment.
Tuesday’s bombing occurred
around 10:30 a.m, at an army
recruiting center at the old AlMuthana airfield in the heart of the
capital.
According to witnesses, a man
walked into a crowd of approximately 1(X) recruits gathered in
front of the front gates and detonated a bomb.
Iraqi soldiers were shooting indiscriminately t the site for hours
after the bombing. The area where
the bombing occurred was littered
with shell casings and debris.
- --

Valentine’s Notes
(in the Spartan Daily)
Please Come by the Quad (Mon -Wed) at 1:30 - 4:15pm
or drop by DBH 209 (Mon-Wed) between 9:00-5:00pm
and drop off the flyer

lie the "I lopeless Romantic "...

$5

Randy

When she finds out
what you’re really like,
she’ll kick you to the curb
Happy Valentine’s Day’
a,ao
Nr

Roses are Red,’-

Show her you ore...

Violets are Blue,
-

I’ll never forget the day,
That I met YOU’

,
To Cindy Jones

Love, Ryan (1%)

I have noticed you in class

$10

and I have a really big crush

r

on you I think that you are
the most beautiful woman
in the universe I hope

Send your spec ial someone
a spec ial

that I will get the courage

$8

to ask you out
From Your Secret Admirer

IM1

$2 Beer

Entertainment:
173 W. Santa Clara St.

San Jose, CA 95113
www.britanniaarms.corn

Win a Jagermeister
Machine!
"Ask for Details"

Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Live D.J.
Wed, Thur, Fri: Live Music
Saturday: Live D.J.
Sunday: Karaoke
10% off with Student ID

Love, Sally

Dear Sandy,

Fat Tuesday
Celebration
D.J.

be announced by Thursday. Iraqi
election officials have said.
In addition to Tuesday’s bombing, at least five Iraqis were killed
in separate violence in the capital.
They included three Iraqi police
officers who were killed during
clashes in Baghdad’s western
Ghazaliyah neighborhood, according to the Associated Press.
Assailants also ambushed a
sports utility vehicle carrying a
Mithal Alas’, ssho ran in
the Jan. 30 elections. Alusi was not
injured but two of his sons one
reportedly in his twenties and the
other 30
were killed. Alusi was
a prominent official within the
Iraqi National Congress. the party
headed by Ahmad Chalabi. until
Chalabi expelled him for visiting
Israel lust year.
The pan-Arab television network Al-Arabiyah showed footage
of Alusi standing in a daze before
his sons, both cloaked in black
body bags.
Two American soldiers were
seen offering their condolences to
Alusi and trying to console him.
shaking his hand and kissing him
on both cheeks. an Arab custom.
An Iraqi chef who worked
for U.S. troops at Baghdad
International Airport was killed
Monday by gunmen, according to
the Associated Press, quoting hospital sources.
And the U.S. military. elaborating on reports that U.S. soldiers
in Baghdad had rescued four kidnapped Egyptian employees of
an Iraqi cell phone company. said
soldiers had stopped a suspicious
vehicle and found two of the
in the trunk.
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SPORTS

WEDNESDAY

Chandler to lead
Spartans down south

UPCOMING SPARTAN
BASEBALL HOME GAMES
University of San Francisco
UC Santa Barbara
Friday at 2 p.m., Saturday at
1 p.m., Sunday at 1 p.m.

March 15
Tuesday at 7 p.m

By Kevin Yuen
Daily Sports Editor

Rice University
Brigham Young University
Feb. 24 to 26
Thursday at 6 p.m., Friday at
6 p.m., Saturday at noon

March 18 to 20
Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday at
1 p.m., Sunday at 1 p.m.

March 22
Tuesday at 7 p.m.

March 4, March 6
Friday at 6 p.m., Sunday at
1 p.m. on Blethen Field

Louisiana Tech University
March 24 to 26
Thursday at 7 p.m., Friday at
7 p.m., Saturday 1 p.m.

lone College
March 11 to 13
Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday
at 1 p.m. on Blethen Field,
Sunday at 1 p.m.

forward

Spartan

Marquin

Chandler averages 20.7 points
per game, enough to get him in
the top 25 NCAA scorers in the
nation. He’s had two back-toback 30-point games. He’s posted
five consecutive double-doubles.
He’s the Spartans’ go-to guy.
But this weekend, when San
Jose State University travels

Stanford University
Santa Clara University

MENS BASKETBALl

All home games are played at
Municipal Stadium unless otherwise noted

Ti-1
PAINT

10

NOTEBOOK

San Francisco’s SBC Park to
host 2007 All -Star game
SAN
FRANCISCO
(API
Baseball commissioner Bud
Selig will be in San Francisco
on Wednesdav to announce that
the Giants sv ill host the 2007 All Star game.
It was widely reported during
the Wiirld Series in (ktober that
the (i 1:111I \ iuld get the game.
but Selig vv ill now make it ofIL

ial.

-rm. %%di

he the city ’s first
time staging baseball’s midsumMgr classic since 19/4.4. and a
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games,
the Spartans will be trying to help
Chandler out a little more, swingman Michael McFadden said.
"We’re trying collectively to
not put too much pressure on
(Chandler)." McFadden said.
"We want to execute as a team."
When other players in addition
to Chandler perform well, the
Spartans tend to win. In the Jan.
27 victory over the University of
Tulsa, Chandler scored 20 points.
McFadden scored 19 points and
down south for a pair of

great chance to showcase SBC
Park. the Giants’ beautiful waterfront stadium that opened in
2000.
The club has topped 3 million
in attendance all live seasons
since the ballpark opened
thilllks 111 large part to the popularity of slugger Barry Bonds.
The Giants had no official announcement Tuesday, but have
acknowledged in the past they
had long been considered a favont*: to host the game.

guard

Donta

Watson

had

12

points. SJSU also blew away
Rice University on Jan. 29 when
Chandler scored a career-high
33 points. McFadden scored 17

points and center Matt Misko and
forward Alex Elam both registered
12 points apiece.
However. in Saturday’s loss
against the Unisersity of Hawai’i.
Chandler posted up 32 points, with
guard Kareem Guilbeaux being the
only other player scoring in double
digits with 10.
"If we lean on him too much,
one day he’s not going to have a
great game, and we’re going to
fall.- Guilbeaux said.
As long as Chandler and someone else perform each night, the
Spartans should have no problem
with their opponents, Misko said.
"Donta’s been has ing big
games, e had a few big games.
whoever’s on that night
ou
can’t guard all of us," Misko said.
"Marquin will get his looks no
matter what, hut they can’t cover
everyone."
This weekend SAL% ranked
eighth in the Western Athletic
Conference, will have the chance
to see if it can topple conference
members ceventh-ranked Southern
Methodist University on Thursday
and Louisiana Tech University.
ranked fifth. on Saturday.
"It’s a big opportunity to shoe
our place in the WA(’." Misko
said. "We’ve already done so
much better than we did last year,
when we went 1-16. We just want
to keep going."
Chandler had previously noted
that in the home games, the team
feeds off of the crowd. however
McFadden said the upcoming road
trip will probably not pose a prob-

Bruin

Daily Staff

Guard Kareem Guilbeaux splits two Rice defenders during the game on
Saturday. The Spartans came from behind to win, 90-85.
Icni. although Ihe Spartans oil he
play ing away trom their tans
-These next game. %% ill challenge us a lot more in our poise and
execution.- SI, Fadden said.
Guilheaus s.nd eat Ii mats here

important to muse up in
the conference.
"Every game for the last four
games we have been improv mg.
and that’s almost better than winning." he said.
till out IS

408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
CORPORATE OFFICE seeks
FrT iM-F 8-5) Receptionist/
General Office Clerk
Responsibilties include recap
lion clerical tasks 8 support
of all departments Must
have some experience in
Accounts Payable and working knowledge of Word and
Excel’ Bilingual -Spanish
preferred Fax resume to
(408) 271-7911 or email to
hr510Wpacificstates com
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Help
answer phones, make copies.
schedule 8 confirm appts. etc
Call 14081 279-8080
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$1450 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits An Maiors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork com
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic i0th.
viduals to work al nearby malls
private events A country clubs

FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good
money Call 408.867-7275
WAITRESSES I DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Must be
PT Flex Mrs Call
21 Great
408-292.3445 after 2 00pm
RECEPTIONIST, Pa. phones.
Lt clerical work, 10 min. from
SJSU. TA TM 12 30’5:30.
F 900-2 00 Call Heather
(408) 995-8425
in
advertisements
Certain
Mese ,niumris may refer Me
reader lii specrac telephone
addresses la
numbers or
information
additinriai
Classilied readers should Si
neninded mat when making
Mew tureen rooter is they should
intrimalion
require rorrailivia
before sending money for goods
it worices
in midterm readers
should caretully insesegals eli
firms offering employment listings
it Coupons ,01 discount soca.
PCIOS Of OlerchIltlISS

02,09/05

RECEPTIONIST/OPTOMETRY FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS

ASSISTANT: PT excellent
people skills a must Good
career starter Will train No
asp nec (408) 956-0731

Activities Lessons. Learning for girl
Participants Work with other com.
mundy orgs Set-up & deliver pro.
grams.? assigned locations 5-10
hrs/wk 510 00/hr HS diploma

or equiv w/some experience
THE OW SPAGHETTI FACTORY Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cert (have
We are currently hiring for
P/T positions We offer a great or can obtain) Basic math
working environment with day Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
8 evening shifts for responsible company vehicles Bilingual is
and energetic people Apply in a plus Avail immediately Send
person 2 00 to 4.00pm Mon or cover letter & res to. HR. Girl
Toes We are located in San
Scouts of Santa Clara Co
Pedro Square
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose,
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Email. hrRigirlscoutsofscc org
LOS ALTOS GRILL
No phone calls. please *ALOE

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs PIT M -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range 5783-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

58.00/HOUR
Register FREE
for lobs near
Campus or Home
student-sitters corn

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully & Mclaughin

Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities

P/T NANNY A PARENT HELPER
Delightful energetic Children
CAMP COUNSELORS needed ages 3 & 5 Hours somewhat
Now Accepting applications for for weekend residential camp- flexible Lt cooking Current
ing program for children &
SERVERS-BARTENDERS COL. First Aid. CPR 8
adults with disabilities If you
FRONT DOOR
References Required Willow
Parking
are
interested in a challenging
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd
Glen location Call 297-7002
Security Gale
8 rewarding expenence. call
Street4 San Antonio
Easy Access to Bay
Monday -Friday 2 00pm-400pm Tamishagi408-243-7881
Area freeways
or by app? 650 948 3524
Substantially larger than
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
others! $1195 00 mo
round program indoor pool
408-947-0803
BLACK 96 FORD EXPLORER
Experience with children a
LEE’S SANDWICHES-NOW
2 DR AM/FM/cassette $3000
HIRING. Al) positrons available must Teaching experience not or best offer (925) 628-7767
260 E Santa Clara St 3.Sixth required AM/PM/WE shifts
ROOMS FOR RENT
available Email resume to
St Next to New Civic Center/
Beautifully remodeled rooms
City Hall Call 687-1015 or visit sdavis4avac us
available on 13th Street 8 Saint
www leesandwiches com
James Each room has priACTION DAY NURSERY/
ROOM FOR RENT: Mabury
vate entrance S full bathroom
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
White 5500
14 utils Lg rrn
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS. CA

FOR SALE

SHAREDNO_USING

EMPLOYMENT

EDUCATION/RECREATION
CHILDCARE
DAYCARE TEACHERS: 8.13th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

Infant Toddler & Preschool

Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
positions some with flexible
schedules are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positrons but
not rect for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an interview iLV 244.
1968x16 or fax ins to 248.7433

Quiet neighborhood 347 1906

RN FOR RENT in beautiful 4
BDRM house 5480/mo Small
Dep 5 mm from SJSU Share
BA with 1 person 254-2131
ROOM I BOARD: Delta
Gamma Sorority Ettn A Reed
$510 Great Food/Fun
Environment (408) 286-0868

1 Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

I

PG&E cable water & garbage
in< luded im rent Community
kitchen & coin -operated laundry facility on site TV mini fridge 8 microwave included in
each room 5575/month plus
parking fee (4081 254-4500

2 BORN I BA APARTMENT
5 min walk to SJSU 716
Reed Cable included Carport

SERVICES

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE]

www campustundraiser corn

ANNOUN_CEMENTS
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking Men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs
It you are current14 attending
college or hold a A degree
you can earn up to 5900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening A help infertile
couples For more information
or to apply online please visit
www cryobankdonors corn

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
ttIC BIRTHRIGHT 408 241 6444
ir 800 550-4900 FreeConfdential

all

408 924 32 ’
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Send check or money order to (Sorry, no i redit cards) to
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Dull CD leaves
nothing to believe
By Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer

By Marsea Nelson
Daily Staff Writer

III V II 1,11

RFV1FIll
life, this isn’t it. In fact.
it is nothing more than a
melting pot of ’90s- infused chick rock. Higgins
evokes Sheryl Crow and
Alanis Morisette with a
dash of Macy Gray.
This Australian-based
artist may provide the lyrics. vocals and piano talPhoto courtesy of Warner Bros.
ent, with a little help along
Records
the way, but Higgins’ efforts - noteworthy as they
impact.
are - fail to progress as a whole.
The main shortcoming of
The first track, "All for Higgins’ album is the repetition
Believing," begins with whim- as an emphasis of her lyrics,
sical lyrics such as "I need to eventually growing redundant
know just how you feel, to com- and bland.
fort you / I need to find the key
Like any successful album,
let me in. into your heart to find the goal is to tell a story. While
your soul."
Higgins’ develops the setting,
Unfortunately, the piano ac- climax and resolution, by the
companiment does nothing more fourth track the album plummets
than mimic the dramatics of re- to an unsound and dreadfully
petitive and prolonged phrases.
dull resolution.
The pace picks up in the secThe lyrics
soulful and
ond track "Ten Days" which fea- filled of ongoing daydreams
tures bass strings accompanied
fail to comment on any other
by guitar and piano, emanating aspect of this girl’s life besides
a heartfelt poem with lyrics such the heart-drenched one that she
as "But time has changed noth- drowns us in.
ing at all you’re still the only
It is refreshing to have such
one that feels like home / I’ve definitive vocal range and hearttried cutting the ropes and I let felt lyrics showcased here, but
you go but you’re still the only Higgins’ manages to pound
one that feels like home."
those piano chords of love for
Of the few memorable songs eighteen minutes too long.
showcased here, the third track
In the end, the pacing of her
"Scar" does something most of music feels precarious and suthe songs do not by immediately perficial.
getting to the emotional energy
Higgins’ ethereal vocals may
of the song. The piano tonality is embrace the listeners, but before
memorable and original, folksy long her unoriginal. underdeveland charismatic. While this song oped concept will fail to impress.
is defined by a cookie-cutter leaving this story forgotten and
formula, it manages to break dusty on the shelf for the months
boundaries and leave a lasting that follow.
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Roper rocks small Christian crowd
The back room of a church is
not exactly where a college student
might expect to be on a Saturday
night.
The all -ages venue on Lucretia

Missy Higgins’ "All
for Believing" EP is a
good first listen but if
you’re looking for an album that will change your

WEDNESDAY

Avenue known as "The Cave"
hosted the Denver-based Christian
pop-punk band. Roper, and three
opening bands. About 70 people
showed up. the majority of them in
their teens minus a few adults who
were presumably parents of members of the bands that opened.
All
live
of
members
Roper
previously belonged
to other bands
before forming
Roper.
Lead
singer, Reese
Roper, sang for
the somewhat
successful
band Five Iron
Frenzy.
"I’d like to
get to the point
where there’s
an identity other than ’We’re Reese’s new band.’
" lead guitarist Jonathan Byrnside
said.
Roper was three shows away
from wrapping up its second tour,
promoting their debut compact
disc released on 5 Minute Walk
Records. Despite being well -produced, the album’s name. "Brace
Yourself for the Mediocre," is
more accurate than ironic.
But one thing that can undoubtedly be said for Roper, C’hristian
rock or not, is that they don’t take
themselves too seriously.
"Roper is the dumbest name
you could name this hand."
rhythm guitarist Stephen Till
said.
"Because it’s the lead singer’s
last name." Byrnside added.
The lyrics of Roper’s songs are
similarly lighthearted. "Put your
dentures in. sweet -talker / I just
painted flames on my walker." are
lyrics from the song "Vendetta"

about
elderly
love.
Although the majority
of Roper’s lyrics are not
overtly Christian, the
band’s faith does sneak
into some of the songs.
including "Day of Pigs"
in which Roper sings.
"Some pep rally where
we scream His name /
Like God was losing in
a football game."
When Roper finally
took the stage at 9:45
p.m.. the majority of the
crowd gathered around
the stage though some
observed from fold out
chairs in the back of the
MOM.

The
Neal Waters / Daily Staff
band
dove Christian rock band Roper performs for San Jose teens at The Cave, a churchinto organized venue in South San Jose. Roper is currently on a national tour
the promoting its latest album "Brace Yourself for the Mediocre."
song
because there’s nothing else to do, lick the microphone."
"Hello
The band played 14 songs inLtimewads" and (such as) Coos Bay, Oregon. kids
cluding covers of "Welcome to
remained ener- go nuts."
During the set, the singer’s per- the Jungle" by Guns N’ Roses and
getic for the entire set despite a sonality was almost more enter- an accelerated version of "The
Promise" by When in Rome.
lackluster crowd. taining than the actual songs.
He performed like he was in
Toward the end of the show
A few people in
the audience sang front of a stadium crowd instead Roper told the crowd, "OK, so we
along and one of an intimate gathering of half-co- have two songs left and they’re
not very good. so if you wanna go
fan was pump- matose high school students.
A nice addition to the instru- home now, that’s cool."
ing his fist in
After the set, the singer led the
the air, but other than that, crowd mental blend was the monosy nth
crowd in a group prayer.
members did little more than bob that Roper played.
When he wasn’t playing this
Despite Roper’s entertaining
their heads to the fast-paced beat.
Several attempts by band members mini -keyboard he performed en- live show and humorous lyrics.
to start unified clapping quickly ergetic dances including a spastic their C’hristian ties may limit their
hoola, impressively high leg kicks. fan base. The hand members, howdissipated.
Till said he wasn’t surprised by and moves that resembled those of ever, aren’t worried about this.
"I think God can work through
the lack of energy from the crowd. Carlton from "The Fresh Prince of
Bel -Air."
that.- Byrnside said. "He’ll make
"It’s California," he said.
Lead singer Roper experienced whatever He wants to happen. hap"There’s just so many shows
to come to that the kids get really some technical problems with the Pew microphone hut handled them like
jaded." Bymside said.
The hand will have to wait and
"When we play the podunk a pro, warning the crowd. "When see if God has stadium tours in
towns where 500 kids come out you guys are in a hand, don’t ever mind for Roper.

During the set,
the singer’s
personality
was almost
more entertaining
than the
actual songs.
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’Crumbs’ puts spins on classics
By Traci Newell
Daily Staff Writer

Myriad struggles and experiences intersect in an African
American family household during their first year in Brooklyn in
the early 1950s.
"Crumbs from the Table of
Joy." a play by Lynn Nottage. premiered Saturday at the Lorraine

lU VII 111
Hansherry
Theatre
in
San
Francisco.
The play featured a colorful
cast of characters, all who were
facing different hut similar social
plights of the 1950s.
The play begins with the
Crump family, having recently
lost their mother, moving to
Brooklyn from the country life
in the South. The father. Godfrey
Cnunp. deals with his grief by
blindly fidlowing Father Divine.
and allowing his Christian, folk,
and New Folk teachings to dictate
his household.
Through out the play we come
to know Godfrey. his two teenage
daughters. their charismatic communist aunt. and Godfrey’s soon
to he Anglo-German wife.
This play seems very familiar
because the characters seem to be
from other plays. I.ily Ann Green.
the charismatic aunt with her alcoholism and outspoken ways,
is very comparable to Blanche
Dulxiis from Tennessee Williams’
"A Streetcar Named Desire."
liven the set looked similar
to other plays, such as the living
room in Williams’ "The Glass
Menagerie", or the kitchen from
’’A Streetcar Named Desire."
This may he because Nottage
was trying to emulate the African

American classic’s that came before her.
The New York Post dubbed
the play a pairing of playwrights
Lorraine Hansberry and Tennessee
Williams.
It seems the play tries to imitate
classics that precede it. Since it
puts Its own unique spin on it. the
audience member may feel a little
lost. or disappointed that it isn’t
the classic it mimics.
The story is extremely complex, dealing with issues from
the 1950s such as the African

This play is a
wonderful look
into this period of
time that has such
a rich history that
is painted so well
through all of the
hardships these
characters face.
American struggle of living in a
predominately white society. communism, the Red Scare, religion.
and the importance of a nuclear
family.
The artistic director Stanley
E. Williams said one of the main
things this play should bring to the
audience is to manifest the importance of transition.
"And with the transition,"
Williams said, "keep an open
mind and embrace change."
The change that Williams refers to is the personal journey the

characters all take in this play.
Nonage. in an interview with
The Oregon Shakespeare Festival,
said the female lead Ernestine
takes hits, crumbs from each person she encounters. She learns
valuable lessons from e%eryone
that in turn helps shapes the woman she becomes.
The wide-eyed China Ras en
Crawford gave a wonderful performance as the 17 -year-old
Ernestine Crump. Throughout the
play she is at a crossroads, just
about to graduate high school and
face the real world. She observes
her father, sister and aunt’s life to
ultimately make life decisions for
herself. Her monologue at the end
was extremely touching and gave
a good sense of conclusion.
Another notable performance
was Cathleen Ridley ’s portrayal
of Lily Ann Green. Ernestine’s
aunt. She played the role of an
outspoken woman with such blunt
personality. 1.11) was dubbed, by
society, a communist. She was a
strong woman and fought for everything she believed in
she
was not the typical 1950s woman.
Ridley played Lily with such magnetism that really displayed to the
audience the difficulty of being
left of center in the 1950s.
This play is a wonderful look
into this pen( al of time that has
such a rich history that is painted
MI well through all tuf tlw hardships these characters face. ’The
cast of five actors really brought
the characters hi life in their own
unique ways.
The
Lorraine
llansberry
Theatre, located at 620 Sutter St. in
San Francisco. is running the play
through Feh. 27. Performances
are Thursday through Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m. and on Sunday
afternisais at 2p m
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